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RECREATIONAL SPACE FOR THE 
CITY AND ITS RESIDENTS

As the Slovenian port city of Koper 
 developed over the past few decades, 
the former saltworks area was gradually 
filled in. The reclaimed land represented 
great development potential for the city, 
 including the space for the city park. 

A key feature of the area is the direct 
 connection to the promenade and 
the sea. Only comprehensive and 
 coordinated treatment of the entire belt 
along the promenade is able to  visually 
and functionally combine the two 
 currently separated parts of the city into a 
logical whole. As the densely built-up old 
town of Koper on the Slovenian part of 
the Adriatic coast doesn’t offer sufficiently 

large open space, the development of the 
area provides more recreational space for 
the city and its residents. 

This will create a unified and attractive 
appearance.

View of Koper’s Central Park with adjoining 
car park and the old town and Koper’s port

Koper’s new city park is a prototype for future 
developments of the Slovenian Riviera, which 
has fallen into disrepair at times, particularly 
between Koper and Izola.



ORGANIC ISLANDS 
MADE FROM COLORED CONCRETE ELEMENTS
Enota, the Ljubljana-based architecture firm tasked with 
converting the land, aimed to visually and functionally 
combine two separate parts of the city into a logical 
whole using the 26,000 square meter park.

Instead, organically shaped elements in the form of 
monolithic hilly partitions are used to structure the park 
into individual “program islands”.

These basic elements of the new city park are designed 
as monolithic and undulating urban concrete elements 

that have been colored using yellowish iron oxide 
 pigments from LANXESS.

The controlled placement of the colored concrete in the 
space in combination with the park’s topography gently 
divides the area into these individual introverted islands. 

Around 1,000 kg of iron oxide yellow  pigment 
was used to give the organic concrete  elements 
a natural and Mediterranean look and feel.

CLICK HERE

https://lanxess.com/en/Products-and-Solutions/Brands/Bayferrox


ACTIVE SPACE PRODUCTION 
AS A MODEL FOR THE FUTURE
The urban design elements form 
grandstands, an obstacle course for 
children, climbing walls, a  backdrop 
for a sea bar, a concert venue, a 
 children’s playground, a reading area 
and much more. Taking their cue from 
the proximity to the sea, the program 
zones are equipped with numerous 
water elements. 

The innovative design of the city 
park is a big asset for the citizens of 
 Koper as it enables the development 
of  programs the city cannot  currently 
 offer. With its unique shape and the 
way it is spatially organized, it goes 
beyond a purely functional park 
 arrangement.

In combination with the  colored 
concrete elements, the  strategically 
placed plants, playgrounds and 
 artificially formed water surfaces 
 promote

active space production, which 
could function as a model for 
 future coast development, for 
 example.

Koper Central Park was chosen by the AMP 
Jury as one of the winners of the
Architecture Master Prize 2019.



PROJECT FIGURES
LOCATION
Koper, Slovenia

ARCHITECT
ENOTA, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 
www.enota.si

CONSTRUCTION YEAR
2019

BUILDER AND OWNER
City of Koper 

AMOUNT OF PIGMENT
approx. 1,000 kg

DELIVERY FORM
Powder

PIGMENTS

Iron Oxide Yellow

Picture owner: City of Koper



LOOKING FOR  
TECHNICAL ADVICE?

Top-level technical service

As a technological leader in the field 
of synthetic iron oxide and chrome 
oxide pigments, LANXESS as the sole 
provider disposes of a global network 
of technical service centers with 
which we can provide support to our 
customers on every topic regarding 
the use of our inorganic pigments.

The service portfolio includes a 
wide range of specific testing and 
consultation services.

LANXESS special ists test  the 
feasibility of customer requests under 
realistic conditions in fully equipped 
laboratories. They provide information 
about optimal pigment selection and 
processing in various application 

systems and provide cause analysis 
in the event of problems. We consider 
ourselves to be a service provider 
that offers its customers tailor-made 
pigment solutions and advice of the 
highest quality.

Bodega Antion, Rioja Ciudad de la Justicia, Barcelona

Get in touch with us.
CLICK HERE

https://lanxess.com/en/Products-and-Solutions/Brands/Bayferrox/Contact,-Documents-and-eBusiness


Health and Safety Information 
Appropriate literature has been assembled which provides information concerning the health and safety precautions that must be observed when handling the 
LANXESS products mentioned in this publication. For materials mentioned which are not LANXESS products, appropriate industrial hygiene and other safety 
precautions recommended by their manufacturers should be followed. Before working with any of these products, you must read and become familiar with the 
available information on their hazards, proper use and handling. This cannot be overemphasized. Information is available in several forms, e.g. material safety 
data sheets, product information and product labels. Consult your LANXESS representative in Germany, or contact the Regulatory Affairs and Product Safety 
Department of LANXESS Germany or – for business in the USA – the LANXESS Regulatory Affairs and Product Safety Department in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Regulatory Compliance Information
Some of the end uses of the products described in this publication must comply with applicable regulations, such as those of the FDA, BfR, NSF, USDA and 
CPSC. If you have any questions on the regulatory status of these products, please consult your LANXESS representative in Germany, or contact the Regulatory 
Affairs and Product Safety Department of LANXESS Germany or – for business in the USA – your LANXESS Corporation representative, the LANXESS Regula-
tory Affairs Manager in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The manner in which you use and the purpose to which you put and utilize our products, technical assistance 
and information (whether verbal, written or by way of production evaluations), including any suggested formulations and recommendations, are beyond our 
control. The same applies to suggested formulations and recommendations. Therefore, it is imperative that you test our products, technical assistance and 
information to determine to your own satisfaction whether they are suitable for your intended uses and applications. This application-specific analysis must at 
least include testing to determine suitability from a technical as well as a health, safety and environmental standpoint. Such testing has not necessarily been 
done by us. Unless we otherwise agree in writing, all products are sold strictly pursuant to the terms of our General Conditions of Sale and Delivery. All infor-
mation and technical assistance is given without guarantee and is subject to change without notice. It is expressly understood and agreed that you assume 
and hereby expressly release us from all liability, in tort, contract or otherwise, incurred in connection with the use of our products, technical assistance and 
information. Any statement or recommendation not contained in this brochure is unauthorized and shall not bind us. Nothing herein shall be construed as a 
recommendation to use any product in conflict with industrial property rights such as patents covering any material or its use. No license is implied or in fact 
granted under the claims of industrial property rights such as patents.
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